
different general methods. By the first the foreign material thing more or less than a water-tight cylinder with a plain : deep, and the revenue cutter service will have vessels to pa-
may be added to the concrete by means of the water used in piece of window glass fastened in one end. Sometimes a trol the Florida waters to see that the law is strictly enforced,
the mix either as a true solution or a a suspension. In such simple water bucket with the bottom knocked out answers This law was made not only for the protection of the sponge

where the water-proudng material is added as a true the purpose. In seeking sponges in rough water, this device industry itself, but likewise for the protection of American
solution, the chemicals must react, with each other or with is placed upright in the wav<s, and the bead of the fisher- sponge fishers, who rely on the sponge market for a liveli-
ehemicals in the cement to produce the desired insoluble man thrust into it as deep as possible beneath the surface, hood, and who still gather their prizes with a harpoon. ,
water-proofing compounds. Few processes of this type are Looking through the glass in the bottom, the hooker sees the So many Greeks have immigrated to the Honda sponge
now employed and they are trade secrets. One firm, which bed of the sea to a depth of fifty feet. This is explained by waters from the Old World to follow their calling in the
well illustrates the recent development in this type of water- reason of the fact that the flat surface of water pressed under 1 New, that one may see in the Greek quarters at t arpon
pioofiiig, first used a true solution, next employed a treated the glass is absolutely devoid of those ripples and irregu Greek houses, Greek costumes, and hear only the Greek lan-

rrilE rapid development in the use of cement plasters and cement” and at present uses a prepared cement ready for ap- larit.ies which are caused to appear on the surface by the | guage spoken. Even the boats from which the divers work
A concrete for construction purposes has brought forth plication as a plaster, which consists of cement, sand and wind and tide. As soon as a sponge is spied through the are brought from Greece.

many new problems for solution. Perhaps one of the water-proofing compounds. Many reasons may be advanced crude marine telescope, the sponger grasps liis hook and i ----------------
most .important has been that of constructing water-proof for this development, namely, qocrccy, insurance of equal brings it into play. By reason of his trained eye and skillful BRITISH BACKWARDNESS IN FLYING
structures, that is, structures which are proof from percolat- distribution of water-proofing compounds, and profits upon hand, it is rarely that he misses, even while the boat is be- \17iIYdo the English who pride themselves on their sport
ing water as well as from dam [mess. Yet in another light, the (.emcnt, 8and and chemicals. mg propelled. This old method of gathering sponges is \\ jn , blood 8PPIn [f) takp 80 ]ittl(1 interest in the latest
this problem of water-proof construction applies well to the Under the second division of this first general method, tedious and trying, and requires a patience beyond belief. an,[ Im,8t ox<-it,in<' thing in this line—the sport of
use of building materials other than cement. the alum and soap mixtures are representative examples. But To maintain <;.e’s self in a shallow skill without upsetting ; f]ving? The nation is taken sharply to task by Engineering

The reasons for water-proof construction are many, and the u80 of limc and soap mixtures is by far the cheaper and at the same time to spy the game through the bottom of f'r iiu.x(1|i(.abb. backwardness in aviation. There is no
differ with the locality. In general it is very desirable to and Qf exactly the same waterproofing value. The product an inverted bucket, and further, to catch it on the end of a apparent reason for it No unfavorable and hampering legis-
make reservoir dams of material impervious to water. Along formcd by these mixtures is a Calcium soap, which is insoluble fifty-foot pole while the boat is in motion, is a complication ; lat'jon 8Uph 1K handicaps the electric industries in Britain, 
the sea coast the problem becomes very acute. Cellars to our in watcr and very stable under ordinary conditions. But of feats of which not many are capable. j no 1;u.’k 0f a good start—for the English were “among the
modern business blocks are sunk far below high-tide mark, jf UBed jn a boiler room it must be protected by a consid- Up to a few years ago this antiquated method of catch-, fiist t() take 8priouslv to aeronautics ’’—has held our trans-
an.l in certain cases under the writer’s observation sub-base- ei.ab]e thickness of concrete where it underlies the fire box. ing sponges was followed along the Florida coast, fn fact. at]antic cousin- back They have nevertheless, sat calmly 
monts were subjected at hjgh-tide to the pressure of eighteen Ordinary, insulated steam pipes do not affect these soaps, it is still employed to some extent by the natives in that sec- ,1()Wn an(j wjtuf.8H(.d \merican French and German successes
feet, of water. But suclf bajtfinents arc of great value for Very recently experiments have shown that colloidal clay tien. These folk go out from the harbors in small schooners, „a4ore whilc tlieir own bj00(j has apparently remained stag-
storage and must be waberfirooK^ Again, in certain places may be u8ea as a water-proofer with excellent results. Yet which are bu.lt with large decks for carrying the catch. The ; *ant ’ Some oj thc abortive English attempts to do some-
water and sewage mams must run in parallel and it is of thc many tempting dangers follow in its nirse, since it flora 1 crew of such a craft consists generally of half a dozen men tlljl , aeronautic are satirized as follows:
greatest importance that no contamination of the watcr a „ve t incenti o to fraudule t cerner making. Mor ov r and a cook. Every morning at daybreak they launch their ‘‘After being satisfied with seeing and hearing of, re
supply should be possible. But perhaps the greatest argu- is ot aiway accessible an unskilled labor is hardly o di gies from thc schooner. Each of these small craft i» | markable results achieved abroad, this country gradually 
merit for water-proof construction is durability and perman- be trusted with its use. jm n ed y two, known in the fish r-folk lore as “hoo or” rr.alize(1 som„ time ag0 jt8 true position. Thc Government
ency. The reinforcing, which makes the extended use of In thc second general method the foreign material is add- and ‘sc Her.” The former rernai s on his knees wit his attempted to grapple with the situation, and Mr. Haldane
foment concrete possible, must remain intact. But many ob- c,, to the neat cement by means of organic solvents. The : head thrust down into his spyglass most of the livelong day, delivered a lengthy speech in the House of Commons. Bobbed
«'■valions have shown that this is not the case where thc water-proofing materials are in general paraffine, stearic acid, while the “sculler” slowly propels the boat, unless their of a]1 rlietorieal ornamentation, however, this amounted to 
concrete is pervious to water and exposed to the action of <v,(l waxc8- \ solution of these in benzine is applied to the efforts have been unusually successful, when they return to llttle moro tlli,„ thf, announcement: ‘We have an engine and 
chemicals in solution in the water. From this viewpoint, ncat cement ,vr.d thc organic solvent evaporated while the i the schooner and “ lay up” before sundown. The main craft lt var- all we want is a gas-bag,’ reminding us of the would-be 
water-proofing is very necessary to prevent the disintegration cr.mont is agitated to insure equal distribution of the water- .sometimes stays offshore for eight Aveeks catching its load of motorist. who, knowing full well that a car was beyond his 
of reinforcing as well as the cement itself. proofer. It ii very evident that this method is costly be- sponges. means, consoled himself with the purchase of a motor cap.

To construct water-proof structures for one or more of C!iu8e 0f the materials and special apparatus needed and it In Florida, however, most of the sponge fishing is done, Vr Haldane’s confidence is reposed in dirigibles, as the
the above reasons lias long been the task of the engineer. (an never hope to compete with tlic calcium soap method. today by professional Greek divers. These experienced for ! above remark implies................................ Yet, even since the
A question much discussed is whether or not it is possible to Lastly, in the third general method, the water-proofing eigntrs, driven out of the Mediterranean by the governments | occaeion aboVe referred to, when Mr. Haldane made many 
construct buildings from cement concrete alone which shall material is added by mechanical mixing of the foreign ma- bordering on ihat sea, ffiive immigrated to Florida for the i depreciatory remarks concerning aeroplanes, the progress 
be water-proof. Beyond a doubt this is possible, for a care- tcrjal and the neat cement, of the foreign material and the purpose of applying their vocation in American waters. With ma,]e with them has been enormous. Mr. Farman has, for 
fully applied cement plaster lining of foundation wall has neat cemont and sand, or of thc foreign material, ncat cc- years of training in thc deep waters of the Mediterranean • jUBfftn(,e covered a distance of 144 miles, and Mr. O. Wright, 
in many cases rendered these walls impervious to water. But ment> 8and and stone. By whatever process employed, its boa, they hav3 become experts in the art of sponge gathering. | ih Berlin, has flown at an ‘unofficial’ height of 500 meters,
such work requires special materials and workmanship. The 8UPP(,8S as a water-proofer depends upon its thorough and In a diving suit called “sliafander, ” they can easily secure Thc (-omte lje Lambert, in his flight over Paris and round
sand and stone must be carefully graded and applied with equal distribution throughout the concrete so as to render sponges—ami choice ones too—that cannot be reached by the Eiffel xowpr> has accomplished one of the boldest feats 
the greatest care. A member of a prominent New England ,.acll part 0f tbc finished structure equally impervious to American hookers. The diving suits worn are of the most | witnessed for many a long dav. M. Paulhan is reported to
firm, summing up the whole matter, stated that it is not a watcr. The literature upon this subject very early noted the modern and perfect make, heavily weighted with lead. Even , liave reaPhed the altitude of 1,800 feet recently at Bony,
question as to whether or not cement concrete may be made U8P ()f mixtures of slaked lime and waxes, which were ground leaden soled shoes are worn. The divers carry with them to tbough tbj8 height has not yet been accepted as official. He 
water-proof by the careful gradation Of materials in thc hand with the neat cement, the idea being, that in the presence the bottom -i large mesh sack, into which thc sponges are. has officially attained a height of over 1,200 feet, however, 
of expert men, but that with the ordinary type of unskilled of water, insoluble calcium salts, of organic acids would be ï laced with bttj^Jmnds just as if they were oranges. The ,lt Bouy, aad M. Latham a height of-over 1,300 feet. All 
labor employed water-proof construction is impossible. 1 his precipitated within the concrete. Such a method introduces: boats follow along on the surface, pumping fresh air to the Uiese achievements bespeak extremely rapid progress, the like 
statement was made in spite of the fact that this company ,u.edlfSs materials of excessive cost. In the.place of lime and divers and hauling up and lowering thc sponge bags whenever of which cannot be shown in thc case of the lighter-than-air 
held the record for the construction of water-proof structures waxes should bo added calcium soaps which are a commer- full or empty. The diving suits worn by these sponge gaih- maPhines, whose progress is so slow as to amount to little 
in that neighborhood. Further, he stated that anything which ,ua[ product and very cheap. Many trade products such as | ok is arc so perfect, and the water so Geai at the depth to nu,re than stagnation. In view of recent progress, who can 
eould be added to the concrete to insure its being water-proof the Medusa water-proofing compounds are undoubtedly no- ■ which the divers descend, that there is little risk of life 8av ^yhat the future may have in store? The modern bicycle, 
without greatly increasing its cost was to be desired, and had tbing but thc ]bnc 8a]ts 0f PCrtain organic acids or their I except from sharks. The water where the sponge abounds , mot0r-Car, high-speed steamer, etc., are all so different from 
an almost unlimited application. _ their inventors’ prototypes that it would be rash to attempt

It is a well-known fact that alum and soap mixtures have much in the way of a forecast. One things seems clear, how-
been used for water-proofing since the middle of the last . —- - — ................ >....... - -.......—___ , '-r........ .. .... ....... - •-------- j ever, and that is that we should actively encourage develop-
century. Very probably at first they were used as external , .. ■ ^ \ ? *' I ment, and, by all means, help forward that branch of the
washes, but more recently they have been applied to concrete if*,' “ ‘ - /-V * V-'-\7Ç#.* . *7» science which a[ipears of thc greatest promise,
itself, by means of the water used in tlic mix. Various pro- * ■ ^ ’ i; - 'v 1 V '•’t ■ là/Sl/'p 7 , le* ■ “Many people among us seem to think that any kind of
portions of alum and soap have been recommended, but in ^ .g- . V' y ■ E machine will flv, and dabblers of all sorts consider they have
every case there is a distinct lack of cleanness about such ; if. ... J T-'/V, /' g v,, " ' ->%:•' t ..I'M\ « ffi* ) W solved the problem once for all. Our few earnest workers
procedure, caused apparently by a lack of thc knowledge as ' V 1 V * V 'JmA -- ^ ,.,V■ j ( X '*% ^'-W ! worry along independently, often working over ground al
to how water-proofing effect is brought about. 1 lie water- i i\\y, £ ii’ ^ tk ■ ' 'tËF' ÜL- ‘«SHF - 1 ready covered and proved barren by someone else, until fin-
proofing Hi eel. is due to the precipitation of thc insoluble %"V" w ' rv aneial stress directs their attention to other matters. It is
aluminium salts of the organic acids occurring in soap.. 1 hose , u j»'-4*.6 i.' - 11" m* - < 1 i Hi »• ult to sa; why so few of the efforts made here should
salts partially fill the pores of the concrete and give the : 2k i » w-‘ ’.jÉf •... ^ ‘ txi j fructify, unless it be that they are mostly made along erro-
finished concrete a repellent action toward water. Hence it ; V V v 'V'f!*' ^5 neons lines. The proportions of weight, surface, and power
is evident that the alum and soap should be used in the exact j JgT, V«*. A** **2'. V •«»>■ a ■ 2 X ■ of the successful machines of today are all well known, and
proportion demanded by tlic chemical equation. But to *X‘-.j <‘ ; v w ' ^' < ‘ ijteL any engineer should be able, with these limits, to produce'

determine this proportion the analysis of the soap must be *««^* ^ 'v» ;; T/- " Hir* I a machine that would rise. The fact is that the movement
"tiowB as well as the composition of the alum. Moreover, the j . .4IT , V, »-■ f pT X* is not altogether in the right hands. It has got into the

best practice today recommends that the amount of alum and j s"m*iÉÊà 2? J>-r ! hands of sportsmen and dilettante enthusiasts, and, with a
soap precipitated into the concrete should be equal but not Aj a vvik*- X*, X -i#. Y ‘V.’y• few exceptions, is not taken up by engineers,
greatly exceed two per cent, of the neat cement used in the | "X, ’ ijjtA . âjaff.*: ^ w. ïÆvjfàt 'mJp. ^ ™ The trouble is. curiously enough, that this king of sports
ordinary mix for concrete. But the use <d alum 18 ^•’f’dlcss > . "-■[ is suffering in England at the hauls of sportsmen, especially

Alum has the formula K- SU4, AL ( U ).t, tm T*- ■ IBB;. ■ K the members of the Aero Club, whose performances the writer
ijp i jk'ÿ' M". regards as “ sophomoric. ‘ ’ Sport, be reminds us, although it

|f tf-Ve? w* v has in the past been of service in new developments, and was,
j for instance, of material value in the development of motor- 

N56 cars, needs to be kept in its proper place. In motoring the 
racing car has largely given place to the touring vehicle—a 

aX;,. , _imore rational machine. Similarly in aviation, the machine 
». ■ .'i.’nX j nef^ TffiTTt ih.-im rr. t,- i n _.-<i ,w. t.- .jiu^iirhen

: the movement has become leavened with the ideas^LflTgTir** 
j eers, give [dace to more serviceable types. The exclusion of 
the engineer from the development of aviation has prevented 
this kind of development in England, while it has rapidly 
taken place in America and France. Thus its progress, even 
as a sport, has been retarded, for a purely mechanical sport
cannot be trusted to sportsmen Who are not at the same time ___
mechanics. The writer concludes:

cases

? *

? ?

expensive.
24H 2 O in which the desired material, aluminium sulphate,
A12 (S()4)3 makes up only thirty-six per cent, of thc whole.
It would be far better to use alum sulphate, which as a com
mercial product has the formula A12 (S04)3 1311 2 0. in which 
there is fifty-one per cent, of thc desired A12 (804)3. Even 
with this modification thc method is much more Expensive 
than many others which give just as good results.

Until very recently thc use of the tar and felt seal method 
for water proofing buildings has had universal application.
It can be applied to structures built of any ordinary building 
material and if successfully applied gives very satisfactory

This seal is applied to the outer surfaces of theH
foundation walls and floor. Second it may be applied to thc equivalents. For a detailed description of these compounds I is infested with man-eaters, and many are thc thrilling es- 
inner surfaces of thc same. . and tlieir use, the prospectus put out by thc Medusa Water capes of thc men who walk the bottom of the sea. These

One method of applying this seal to the outer surface* of proofing Company will suffice. i sponge fishers carry: no weapons, because a weapon that wouid
walls and floor consists, in brief, in first building a small The writer has experimented with each of the fore-going ; cause death under water would have to draw blood. One ‘‘In the early part of thc year we passed through an aero- 
retaining wall of some cheap material which will support thc classes of compounds used to make cement impervious to shark killed, the first trace of blood would attract a dozen ,-autical-invasion scare. Men, dreaming, thought they saw 
seal until the foundations are put in «place, as well as to pro- water. The substances used being paraffine, beeswax, ear- more. The diving suits are too heavy lor rapid movement. ‘Fierce, fiery warriors fight upon the clouds, in ranks and
tcct it from the outside wear. This retaining wall is mopped nauba wax, spermaceti, linseed oil and salts of organic acids When one of the man-eating sharks appears on the? scene, the squadrons and right form of war'; and it may be that the
with tar to which is applied tar paper, which is then carefully which were applied to some of the above-mentioned methods, diver s only course is to remain absolutely still, for a shark \pro Club’s behavior echoes of this scare. Such puny pro-
n.opped with hot tar to seal all joints. Several successive A qualitative test adopted to show thc presence of water- will not disturb anything it thinks dead. As one of the old- tcct ion as it can afford us is, howex'er, not needed vet, and
layers of paper and tar are applied according to the specifica- proofing characteristics consisted in making small cup-like est sponge fishers of the Greek race states, it requires an such is our backward-state that it is at present to our advan- 
tions. Great care is taken, or should be, to insure each layer ’s pieces of cement plaster treated by each of the above j extraordinary amount of nerve for a man alone at the Hot- tage that we should see all there is to be seen of this kind

*4being water-proof before the next is applied. When the seal chemicals. These molds were filled with water, after hav- tom of the oea to keep still all the while a fifteen foot huu- j 0f thing, in order the better to make our progress when we do
is completed the foundation walls are built snug against it. ing thoroughly set, and if the chemicals gave the cement gry shark is circling him and lashing him with its tail. gP[ under way. Bather than occupying itself in placing a 
The seal makes a complete water-proof shell within which the plaster water-proofing characteristics of any value no pereo- As the small boats carry their loads to the main ship the ban upon meetings anil disqualifying men who can fly, the 
foundation walls and floor, rest. ! lation or dampness should appear un the bottom of the mo'lds sponges are placed on the deck, where they are left until all Aero Club would be better employing its time in endeavoring

In the second method the shell is constructed within the j no matter how long the water remained in them. In general tlic slimy matter they contain has drained off. While the j discourage such attempts at flight in public as bring ridi-
finished structure. To protect it and hold it in place a re- | a 1 : 1 or 1 : 2 mix with a good sharp sand was used in mak sponges arc dying, they give off a strong odor of ammonia. , cu]e on us aa a nation.
tainin.r wa|l is built within thc foundation walls, and this j ing the molds. Molds containing the following percentages which after a few days changes to the more pleasant smell “The present regrettable situation, precipitated by a 
retaining wall varies in thickness according to the external j of water-proofing compounds were used: 1-100, 1-10, 1-2, 1, of seaweed. The schooner-then -returns..to its base of opera- sophomoric club, needs to be quieklv righted if our credit is
water pressure. 2, and 5. In.every case marked water-proofing qualities were tion, and places its catch in pens made of stakes driven in tu bc retained. Neither sport nor the real value, which, after

Practice differs as to which method shall bc employed, noted even with the percentage of material as low as 1-100 the shallow xxater near the shore, so that the flowing tide a])i js the great thing of aviation, will be encouraged by veto-
but. many firms desire to apply the seal to the inner surface i per cent., but. more satisfactory results were obtained only washes the sponges as it comes and goes. This washing takes ;ng meetings end disqualifying several of the still few pro-
0f the foundations as given in the second method, the rea- when the water proofing material ranged from 1-2 to 2 per about one week, after which the sponges, one by one. are ficicnt manipulators of aeroplanes. On the other hand, corn-
sons for which will appear presently. With the first method cent, of the neat cement employed. In every case 5 per cent, thoroughly squeezed out and beaten with sticks until all thc pined effort, in which science is encouraged to advance with
careful overseeing is necessary to prevent the seal from being of foreign material destroyed thc strength of the plaster, living matter has disappeared. After this process they arc sport, may, in the not distant future, lead to most interesting 
punctured while the foundation walls are being built, for while 2 per ?ent or under apparently made no difference in ustrung in bunches upon pieces of rope about six feet in results. At the same time we need not even despair of the 
often one firm applies the seal and another puts in the foun- the tensile strength tests. The presence of the water-proofing length, ami piled upon the shipping wharves, to be sold at dub, for does not Robert Louis Stevenson assure us that ‘it

' dations. If the seal is punctured, it is very difficult to fix material had a marked effect on the rate of the preliminary • fcuotion to persons known as the packers’ agents, who ship ;s better to no a fool than to be dead,’ especially if the folly
the responsibility, and this is one reason why the seal method hardening which was always checked. Of all the chemicals/to their packing houses. Here they receive their last perpetrated be an indiscretion of youth—youth which else- 
is undesirable. The strongest argument against the use of used, the lime soaps appeared the most desirable, and with treatment, bleaching, which is accomplished by a solution-of where he describes as jogging on thc foot-path way, pursuing 
the seal is the difficulty of patching it after the structure is these quantitative tests were made. The first test was to ! lime and sea water. If the solution is made too strong' with | butterflies. The Aero Club has at least proved itself alive by
completed and the seal becomes punctured. A break in the patch a leaking brick wall which had been previously coated l ino. it. makes the sponge harsh and easy to tear. But not- , i[S action, and as it is as vet quite an infant among clubs
Real is, made evident by a damp spot on the wall, orr often, with a plaster of a water-proof cement. After checking I withstanding this fact, it is the custom of many of the pack- w, may still have good hopes of its future.” 
percolating water. At this point the walls arc torn away the flow of water, the leaks were coated with the treated ing houses to use large quantities of lime. The sponges are1
to expose thc s<fol; but as often happens the puncture is not cement containing 1 per cent, of lime soap using a 1 : 1 mix. then made to weigh more, and they are sold by weight.
at this point__so the wall must be removed uhtil the leak is After successfully completing this test, the original con The finest sponges in the world are thc Turkish. They
found. It is very evident that this process is much simpler crete on a^fieee of new construction was treated with thb have brought as much as $50 a pound, but they are scarce,
in the second case where the shell is within thc foundation’s same chemicals. The result was a water-proof structure Next in quality is the sheepwool variety, so called because
walls and supported by a thin retaining wall. In either case quite impervious to the external water pressure of eight feet, ot its close resemblance to the wool of that name. Not-
tlie coat of repairing the seal is very great and thc uncertainty Further, this test showed that concrete may be more easily withstanding the fact that this variety is much cheaper, it,
of quickly locating the leak makes the method undesirable, water-proofed than cement plaster and that it requires no is often preferred to the Turkish sponge as a toilet article.
In one case, where the writer was called in to assist after greater percentage of water-proofing materials. Next in order of value come the velvet, yellow, grass and
three weeks’of steady searching the leak was found. In an- Thc question now naturally arises as to how such water- giovq sponges. The velvets are very scarce on the Florida
other case__that of thc Shawnmt Bank Building in Boston— pioofing is brought about. To this question no correct an- coast and vary in price according to quality, while the grass
where the seal was applied to the outer surface of the foun- swdr can be given at present. However, it is evident that and glove sponges sell as low as a few cents a pound. It

ffmnd the only way to make the com- the small percentage of foreign material added to the con takes a good measure of well-dried sponges to make a pound, 
pleted structure water-proof was to apply a patent water- ciete does not fill the voids in the same, completely nor to
proof cem^hi-eoating to the inner surface of thc brick walls any appreciable extent. Y'et one characteristic of water-
•f the entire cellar. The objections to the use of the second proofed concrete is very evident. The capilarity, which
method of applying the seal are that much valuable storage causes the water quickly to creep over and through ordinary
space is taken up by thc retaining walls and that the re- concrete, is destroyed in the case of the water-proofed pro
inforcing in the foundation walls is exposed to the actions duct. In this direction, the cause of water-proofing may
of the ground water. find its ultimate explanation.

The result of the general dissatisfaction with thc seal 
method has resulted in the discovery of many new methods 

t \ifc of water-proofing, and today there exist several firms making 
” chemicals which, when applied to the cement, will insure its 

imperviousness to water. The present methods are very dif
ferent but fall into two general groups, namely, those that 
are applied as external washes or paints, and those that are 
incorporated in the cement during the mixing.

Under the first division, thc use of alum and soap washes, 
cement grout, finely suspended slaked lime or magnesium car
bonate, asphalt paints and interior coatings of tar or asphalt 
arc the most important. In thc cases where the external 
pressure due to the water is small these methods will give 
more or less water-proof structures, but in every, case they 
are exposed to wear and soon become punctured. Here again 
the reinforceing is exposed to the action of thc ground waters 
which seep through the concrete.

The modern water-proofing that is giving the most satis
factory results is that in which water-proofing material is 
made a constituent part of the concrete. Such material must 
bo insoluble in water and possess permanency toward heat, 
atmospheric conditions, and the substances carried in solution 
'•P the ground water—weak organic acids, alkalies, etc. More
over, they must have a harmless action upon the concrete it
self,’that is, they must not decrease its temporary or per
manent strength. With these qualifications in mind the pro
blem becomes much restricted for the chemist, and the result 
has been several very successful methods of rendering the 
concrete, within itself, impervious to water.

This type of water-proofing is accomplished by three
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The Greek Diver Is Fast Extermin
ating the Sponge

Typical Sponge Market Where Sponges Are Sold to the 
Highest Bidder

results.

BIBLICAL ELECTRICITY
CURIOUS study entitled “Electrotechnics in the Bible 

is contributed by E. Stadelmann, an electric engineer 
of Munich- The writer asserts that the ancient Jews 

had some knowledge of electricity, and he tries to prove this 
b\ an ingenious analysis of Scriptural narrative. In the first 
place, says Stadelmann, Mtises evidently understood the 
of the lightning conductor. As we read in an abstract of his 
article in the Revue Scientifique:

“Did he not make a brazen serpent to defend his people 
against the fieri- serpents (lightnings) sent upon them by the 
Almightv, so the fiery serpents were seized by the brazen 1 

Experiments have recently boon conducted for the pur 0ne? The temple at Jerusalem was protected against light- 
pose of Testing the feasibility of transporting sponges alive ning bv interconnected metal points communicating with the 
in aquaria. These experiments are reported to have been a ground* through reservoirs of water.”
success, and it is now possible to tronspMiit the valuable Still mon» curious is the explanation given bv Mr. Stadel- 
varieties of Turkish sponges in the sponging grounds of mann of thc construction tif the Ark of the Covenant and of 
American waters. * the terrible punishments visited upon the unfortunates who

Not only were thc experiments of transplanting sponges dared to approach too near it: 
successful, but an eminent biologist, Dr. H. F. Moore, has “If we study the details of its construction we find that 
conducted a series of experiments, which have resulted in it was composed of an insulating receptacle (of acacia wood) 
the production of a rootless sponge. The root of a sponge and of two metallic coatings (gilding), one exterior, one 
is its most vulnerable part, and at this point it first begins interior; it therefore formed a Leyden jar of great dimen- 
to tear. A rootless sponge, therefore, will far outlast the sions. This condenser, charged with atmospheric electricity 
common variety. Dr. Moore’s method of producing the root- by the metal conductors of the temple roof, had, as may be 
less sponge is to cut thc animals into pieces two cubic inches calculated from its dimensions, a capacity amply sufficient 
in volume. This is done by means of a very sharp knife to produce a fatal discharge. Onlv the initiate could touch 
while thc sponge is alive, and has at least one face covered i^and this immunity enjoved bv the officiating priest is ex- 
by the original skin. A slit an inch deep is made lengthwise plained bv the nature of his costume, which was in part of 
in each cutting, which is then placed astride a wire. This slit gold tissue, thus protecting him from electric dischargee, 
is then closed by a piece of aluminium Wire, so that there can Mr. Stadelmann cites in support of his hypotfiesis many 
be no rust or corrosion of any sort. Within a week the cut- Scriptural texts, on the construction of the Àrk, on the na- 
ting heals around the suspension wire. Long wires strung ture of the priests’s costume, and on the punishment dealt 
with these cuttings are then driven into the shallow sea hot- out to profane persons. Moreover:
tom, about fifty feet apart, the cutting being suspended free “The altar, also, must have been a powerful Leyden jar, 
fiom the bottom. In eighteen months these seed, as it were, although information regarding its installation is not avail- 
attain twenty-five times their original weight. When this able; but the passages in the Mosaic books forbidding ap- 
metliod of artificial sponge growing is carefully carried out, proach to it on penalty of death to persons not wearing the 
ninety-five per cent, of the cuttings will not only survive, but [described costume, authorize us to consider it such, 
will grow into a perfect ball or ellipsoid with no vulnerable “It would perhaps appear improbable that such powerful 
point, tlieir roots being on the inside. Such a sponge of the ejects could be obtained with metallic rods on elevated 
sheep-wool variety will last for years. All of the species prints, but we must bear in mind the atmospheric peeuliari- 
of sponges can be reproduced in this extraordinary way. ties of Palestine; and even the experiments made in Europe 

These valuable fishing grounds have been so over-fished in on the collection of electricity by means of kites, have shown 
and out of season, that the Congress of the United States that huge sparks nine or ten feet long mav thus be obtained 
found it necessary to pass stringent laws to protect the in- “Moses probably got his notions of electricity from the 
dustry from annihilation by the Greek divers. Thc new law Egpytians, and perhaps. Mr. Stadelmann concludes, Egypt- 
prohibits these divers from working after the first of May ologists may discover facts indicative of the state of elec- 
until the first of October in water that is less than fifty feet trical knowledge in the Pharaonic times.”
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HOW SPONGES ARE GATHERED AND ARTIFICIALLY
GROWN

XYTHERE do all the sponges come from? We see them 
YV every day, and while everyone knows that they are 

. products of the sea, few know how they are gathered 
and how limited are the fishing districts yvhero they are 
caught. The sponge industry of the United States dates 
back half a century or more, when the people of Key West, 
with that little island as a base, began fishing in adjacent 
waters. Gradually, as the sponges became scarce, opera
tions were extended up the Gulf coast.

The two places where sponge fishing can now\ best bc 
studied are Tarpon Springs, bn the west coast of Florida, 
and Batabano, on the #outh „eoast of Cuba. Though these 
points are what might be csflled within a stone’s throw of 
each other, thc modes of gathering the sponges are so entirely 
different that they might bo half a world apart. In Florida 
the industry is pursued with all the ceremony and 
money and modern ingenuity can employ, while 
of Cuba the business is conducted with all the primitiveness 
and leisure associated with sponge fishing since classic times. 
The Cuban goes out in what is called a chalupa, a craft that 
might bc described as a cross between a flat-brfttom river 
boat and a canoe. He takes with him his professional instru
ments. which consist of three poles ten, thirty, and fifty feet 
in length (the ends of each being fitted with a three pronged 
harpoon) and a “deep-sea” spyglass.

This optical instrument1—an important one too—is no-
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